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Prime Minister's Diary

ATTENDING APEC

T

he 22nd APEC Economic Leaders’ Meeting was
held in Beijing, China on November 10 and 11,
with Prime Minister Abe representing Japan.
Under the guidance of H.E. Mr. Xi Jinping, President
of the People’s Republic of China, and on the theme of
“Shaping the Future through Asia-Pacific Partnership,”
the leaders looked back on a quater of APEC strides while
discussing advancing regional economic integration,
strengthening comprehensive connectivity and
infrastructure development, and promoting innovative
development, economic reform and growth as challenges
that should be tackled.

ATTENDING ASEAN-RELATED MEETINGS

O

n November 12 and 13 (local time), Prime Minister
Abe attended the 17th ASEAN-Japan Summit
Meeting, the 6th Mekong-Japan Summit Meeting,
the 9th East Asia Summit and the 17th ASEAN Plus Three
Summit held in Naypyidaw in the Republic of the Union
of Myanmar. At the beginning of the 17th ASEAN-Japan
Summit Meeting, Prime Minister Abe said he wants to
steadily implement the Vision Statement on ASEAN-Japan
Friendship and Cooperation and the Joint Statement
that were adopted at the ASEAN-Japan Commemorative
Summit Meeting in December last year, and further
deepen cooperation.

ATTENDING G20 SUMMIT MEETINGS

O

n November 15 and 16, Prime Minister Abe
attended the G20 Brisbane Summit held
in Brisbane, Australia. At this summit,
strengthening growth and creating jobs was positioned
as the top priority, and the leaders conducted a frank
exchange of views on specific actions to achieve this.
The G20 Leaders’ Communique was adopted at the
Leaders’ Summit’s conclusion.

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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BUILDING TOMORROW'S INFRASTRUCTURE

BUILDING
TOMORROW'S
INFRASTRUCTURE

The infrastructure that supports our day-to-day lives is an essential pillar
of nation building. The nations of Asia and Africa are evolving at a rapid
pace, and as infrastructure demands dramatically accelerate around the
globe, the infrastructure technologies and systems Japan has devised will
bring great benefits. Through proactive cooperation between the public and
private sectors, we are maximizing the impact of our ODA support and achieving
win-win outcomes that spur economic expansion of partner countries while at
the same time revitalizing Japanese industry. In this issue, we will look at the
Japanese technologies and systems that are gaining the global spotlight through
infrastructure improvements that support national growth.
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Expanding Foreign
Market is the key to
Improving Japan’s
Infrastructure
technology
Interview with

Prof. Hitoshi Ieda

University of Tokyo and the National
Graduate Institute for Policy Studies

RIEKO SUZUKI

T

HE public and private sectors
are cooperating proactively, and
exports of Japanese infrastructure
technologies and systems by both
private and public organs are thriving.
The term “infrastructure technologies”
not only refers to building physical
infrastructure such as roads, railways
and water and sewage systems, it also
includes improvements to these systems
and the training of related talent. We
spoke with Prof. Hitoshi Ieda of the
University of Tokyo and the National
Graduate Institute for Policy Studies
about the impact these exports are
having in Japan and abroad.

Tell us about Japan’s policies on
exporting infrastructure technology and
systems.
Japan’s infrastructure is subject to
natural disasters like earthquakes and
typhoons, resulting in high quality
that can withstand harsh conditions,
all built amidst a dense population and
with consideration for the environment.
Domestic demand in the infrastructure
space has been contracting for the last
fifteen years, however. On the other
hand, regions like Southeast Asia, South
America, Africa and the Middle East have
emerging needs for better infrastructure,
including many countries where demand
is expected to increase. Traditionally,
Japan has provided technical support to
these countries in the form of ODA, but
the Japanese government is moving to
augment this by exporting infrastructure
as a business in its own right.

6
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Tell us about the current global
demand for infrastructure and
how Japanese firms are entering
the space.
Prioritizing the economic
infrastructure is considered the
global standard today, because
many countries still lack a solid
economic foundation. Adding
this to countries that also require
better lifestyle and medical
infrastructure, the global need
for infrastructure of all sorts is
expected to rise. Japanese firms are
actively exporting infrastructure
solutions, and their progress
is reportedly good. Hitachi has
successfully developed a highspeed rail business in the UK
that includes railway operation,
for example. At the same time,
however, there have been major
struggles, such as unexpected
soil conditions and contract
discrepancies when working on
highway projects in Algeria. Just
having the technology is not a
guarantee that things will go
well—fully understanding the local
customs and structures before
proceeding is the key.
What are the strengths of Japanese
infrastructure?
Excluding certain parts of
Europe, virtually every region
on Earth is affected by natural
disasters. The world is seeking
better infrastructural solutions
to these problems, and Japan
already has a solid track record
of dealing with earthquakes,
typhoons and other catastrophes.
Our infrastructure is designed on

the premise of outlasting severe
natural disasters, and this quality
and technical expertise is its
strength.
What area of infrastructure should
Japan be putting more effort into
now?
To fully convey the excellent
quality of its infrastructure
technology and systems abroad,
Japan must learn how to work
better with other countries. I call
this issue “internal globalization”—
specifically, it should involve
holding events to introduce the
infrastructure here to students
studying abroad in Japan, holding
seminars and performing other
types of outreach. People attending
these programs will then return to
their countries as talent poised to
develop infrastructure in a range
of fields. Considered that way, each
individual is a crucial human asset
to Japan.

What effects has Japanese
infrastructure had on Japan’s
industries?
Japan’s infrastructure has made
steady progress. For example, it has
been fifty years since we introduced
the bullet train, and continuous
technological developments
such as lighter bodies and lower
energy consumption have enabled
these trains to attain higher
speeds and energy efficiency.
Developing technology in this
fashion requires an ongoing cycle
of market expansion, spending
funds on research, and turning
research findings into technology
innovation. Domestic demand
for Japanese infrastructure
has reached a saturation point,
however, so expanding into the
overseas market will enable
Japan to further improve its own
technology and make greater
contributions to the world.

World Infrastructure Demand Forecast
Global Infrastructure Investment Total (2000 - 30)
Rail
USD1.6 trillion
Electricity
(Transmission and
Distribution)
USD5.5 trillion
Road
USD7.5 trillion
Electricity
(Generation)
USD12 trillion

Water
USD24 trillion
USD71 trillion

Telecommunications
USD14 trillion

* OECD “Infrastructure to 2030”
• Water, telecommunications, electricity (generation, transmission and distribution),
road, rail (lines only) and other energy-related fields
• Data is based on all countries (except water, which includes only OECD countries,
Russia, China, India and Brazil)
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Supporting
Africa’s
Power Grid
Olkaria
Geothermal Power
Station
BIFUE USHIJIMA

I

N Africa, electricity is still in short supply, and its
delivery is unstable. The continent is dependent
on hydraulic power, which is influenced by the
weather, and thermal power, which requires the
import of petroleum resources. It was discovered,
however, that the Great Rift Valley in eastern Africa
has geothermal deposits, so expectations are high
for geothermal power stations that can convert that
energy into electricity.

8
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Geothermal power is a form of renewable
energy. Tapping it generally involves digging
a well to release steam from underground and
then channeling that high temperature and
pressurized steam through a boiler to generate
electricity. These “steam pockets” containing
underground water heated by magma deep
beneath the earth’s surface are extremely
powerful, and once excavated they can become
a semipermanent source of energy. Unlike
hydraulic power, geothermal power is not
affected by changes in climate, and can generate
electricity stably once tapped. It is also a clean
form of energy free of carbon dioxide emissions.
The potential of geothermal is especially
great in Kenya, which is considered to be one of
Africa’s richest geothermal regions—the country is
estimated to have over ten thousand megawatts of
untapped power. As of 2013, Kenya’s geothermal
output was 240 megawatts, which only accounted
for 14 percent of its total energy, but the Kenyan
government has posted a power output target of
6,500 megawatts by 2030.
Kenya’s prospects for geothermal energy are
drawing worldwide attention, including that of
Japan, which has already positioned itself as a

global leader in the area of geothermal research
and development. Situated in the Pacific Ocean
in what is known as the Ring of Fire, Japan is
also a geothermally active country and has been
investigating and investing in geothermal energy
since 1919. In fact, Japan has the top share of
boilers and plants in the world, and its experience
and technology in the area of geothermal power
plants is considered top class.
Since 2010, the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) has been at the center of efforts
to support Kenya’s construction of geothermal
plants, offering technical cooperation and
international yen loan projects from the initial
survey stage on through to plant construction.
Japan has also actively supported Kenya on the
talent front, sending over thirty-five engineers
from geothermal groups to the country. In turn,
Kenya has sent over seventy trainees to Japan.
After these plants are set up, Japan will shift
its support in stages to help build facilities for
distributing the power supply and enable private
enterprise to enter the sector.
One area where a large-scale geothermal facility
is taking form is Olkaria, which is seventy-five
kilometers northwest of Kenya’s capital, Nairobi.

Located within and around Hell’s Gate National
Park, this verdant zone is ideal for geothermal power
generation. Five geothermal power stations are being
planned, and the plant JICA has been involved in
building will alone be responsible for generating 210
megawatts of energy—the same amount all of Kenya’s
current geothermal energy facilities are contributing.
Shin Maruo of JICA’s Africa Department says
that as demand for energy in Kenya stabilizes, the
area will become more attractive to Japanese firms.
“Kenya is comparatively close to Japan and has a large
international port, so some Japanese companies are
looking to it as a new manufacturing base,” he notes.
“Another appeal is its population size: the region,
counting neighboring countries, has about 150 million
people. However, factories cannot run without a stable
power supply, so there is major interest in where these
power plants will be situated.”
These geothermal power generation projects will not
only be a powerful boost for Kenya’s economy, they
will also create a foothold for the export of Japanese
infrastructure as well as businesses moving into
Africa. In addition, they will provide Japan a chance to
show the world its strengths in the renewable energy
realm, making them of major importance for the next
generation.

A view of the geothermal power station in Olkaria
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Finally Connected
Turkey’s Marmaray Subway Tunnel Fulfills a
150-Year-old Dream for Istanbul
1

NOAM KATZ

S

ITUATED at the crossroads between Europe
and Asia, Istanbul is divided by the waters of
the Bosphorus Strait. Yet on October 29, 2013,
a railway tunnel underneath the strait finally linked
the two sides, a century and a half after railway
engineers first envisioned steam trains crossing
the gap. Before the Marmaray tunnel, people either
spent up to two hours crossing by car on congested
suspension bridges or took a thirty-minute ferry
ride. By contrast, trains on the new underwater rail
conduit make the crossing in just four minutes.
The Turkish government embarked on the
ambitious Marmaray Project in the late eighties to
alleviate traffic congestion and reduce air pollution
caused by car emissions. The goals were to upgrade
twenty kilometers of tracks on Istanbul’s European
side and forty kilometers on the Asian side, introduce
new rolling stock and control systems, and construct
a tunnel under the strait. With financial assistance

10
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from the Japanese government, Tokyo-headquartered
Taisei Corporation entered a joint venture with
Turkish companies that began work on the tunnel in
August 2004.
The Marmaray tunnel claims two world firsts:
the deepest undersea immersed tube tunnel (an
underwater tunnel composed of concrete segments
and steel plates, constructed elsewhere and then
sunk into place on the seabed), and the first successful
docking between a rectangular immersed tunnel and
conventional round tunnels being extended from
land. For the undersea tunnel, since depth restrictions
for the train stations at both ends precluded the
use of tunnel-boring machines, a ship battled the
tricky currents of the Bosphorus to lower sections of
prefabricated tunnel into trenches in the ocean floor
sixty meters below the surface. After the sections
were submerged, engineers carefully joined the
1.4-kilometer undersea tunnel to the tunnels above
the ground, maintaining maximum differences of just
ten centimeters.

1
2
3
4

2

Takashi Imaishi, the acting general manager in the
Civil Engineering Department of Taisei Corporation’s
international operations headquarters, was directly
involved in the project. The demanding technical
requirements notwithstanding, what Imaishi
remembers the most are the challenges that cultural
norms presented.
“This was the first time we’d done business in
Turkey, and the regulations and business sense were
completely different from Japan,” he says, explaining
how the local approach to work in accordance with
Turkish religious customs meant that “we couldn’t
proceed on a Japanese schedule.”
The project’s location posed significant headaches as
well. Istanbul’s lengthy history has led to excavations
that unearthed historical sites from the Ottoman,
Byzantine, Roman and Grecian periods, along with
even older artifacts dating back up to 8,500 years.
Archeological surveys performed each time ruins were
discovered brought construction to a standstill, and
ultimately delayed the project’s completion by nearly

3

The bright and shining environs at Yenkapi Station
A look at the construction site on the surface
The Marmaray tunnel is the world’s deepest immersed
tube tunnel
The tunnel completion ceremony

4

five years. Nevertheless, “we learned new things about
Istanbul’s history,” says Imaishi, citing the remains of a
cargo ship from the Roman period found intact, which
provided historians with valuable clues to historical
trade routes. Some of these artifacts are now showcased
in Yenikapı Station’s open museum.
According to Imaishi, Japanese construction
companies like Taisei are well-suited for these kinds
of projects because they possess in-house research
laboratories and designers, in contrast to foreign
construction companies that typically contract out for
research and design. He says this allowed for a more
flexible response to unexpected requests during the
Marmaray Project. Expertise in earthquake-resistant
construction was also an asset, since the undersea
tunnel had to be built to last a hundred years.
Imaishi says ridership on the new subway is high and
passengers appreciate the savings in both time and cost,
although operation is still limited. The tunnel already
represents not only better access in Istanbul, but also a
testament to the power of Japanese technology.
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New Gateway

and systems—including flight
information, baggage handling
and fuel supply —which will
require the proper knowledge
and expertise to appropriately
manage and maintain. Narita
International Airport Corporation
(NAA), which since 1997 has
successfully launched over twenty
Airport, which is about 45 kilometres businesses overseas and is deeply
TAMI KAWASAKI
away from Hanoi, Viet Nam’s
versed in airport management,
IET NAM has posted
capital. Noi Bai has seen a spike in has provided that support to
enviable growth even
travelers—twelve million visitors
Airports Corporation of Viet Nam
among ASEAN countries.
came through its terminal in 2013,
(ACV) as part of JICA’s technical
With the global demand for lowfar exceeding the six million
cooperation.
cost manufacturing climbing,
passengers it was initially designed
The first step involved the
the nation has made astonishing
for.
creation of to-do lists spanning
industrial progress and also found
Aware of Noi Bai’s inadequate
some three hundred items for the
favor as a tourist destination that capacity, the Japan International
opening of T2. These included
offers World Heritage sites. Many
Cooperation Agency (JICA) and
detailed parameters such as the
Japanese companies are entering
the Vietnamese government
creation of a management concept,
Viet Nam, and Japan is the number had entered into a Japanese
concluding agreements and
one supplier of ODA aid to the
ODA loan agreement in March
contracts with air carriers, selecting
country.
2010 to build a second terminal
tenants, facility operation and
Serving as the gateway to this
there. Terminal 2 (T2) will
management, executing training
country is Noi Bai International
deploy the latest technologies
programs, and setting the charging

Creating an optimal passenger
environment at Viet Nam’s main
airport

V

Surveying the T2 site
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Facility maintenance training at Narita Airport

scheme for using airport facilities.
Because the country, culture and
laws differ from Japan’s own,
the ACV team retooled NAA’s
provisional list of considerations
to create a version for Viet Nam.
“We began by getting the local
staff to understand why these
items were important for airport
operations,” says Yasuhiro Aso
of NAA’s International Affairs
and Overseas Business Office,
Corporate Planning Division.
“Therefore, the initial preparations
were the biggest challenge.”
As T2 gears up for its
opening, the most “Japanese”
of NAA’s recommendations
have been about customer
satisfaction (CS) improvement.
For example, claiming bags at
an airport is generally viewed
as a time-consuming and even
stressful task. NAA proposed
facility operation methods and
maintenance management
that would provide greater
convenience for customers.
NAA also promoted a plan for
barrier-free facilities and terminal
operations methods with high
service levels that would benefit
everyone, including the elderly
and disabled. This wide-ranging
CS improvement approach drew

Special equipment training lecture

praise and agreement from the
ACV, resulting in the creation of a
CS working group led by Noi Bai
International Airport executives
and involving local staff. The
ACV actively sought more input
from its Japanese counterparts,
and training in terminal
operations was provided with
particular emphasis on detailed
maintenance management
practices for the facilities at
Narita International Airport. This
favorable partnership unified the
two airports, and T2 is slated to go
live at the end of 2014.

The project also created an
opportunity for NAA staff,
including its younger team
members, to absorb information
about the construction of a
large-scale airport, yielding
major benefits for the company’s
human resources. Seeing this
favorable outcome, NAA’s Aso
describes the company’s future
outlook: “We want to engage our
group companies and actively
make inroads overseas—it
would be great to participate in
the management of an airport
abroad.”

Historic data of foreign economic assistance
to Viet Nam (Net disbursement basis, Unit: million USD)
YeaR

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Total

2007

Japan
640.04

France
154.46

Germany
97.64

United
Kingdom
97.15

Denmark
82.54

1,516.82

2008

Japan
619.04

FrANCE
165.59

United
Kingdom
125.88

Germany
114.99

Denmark
80.34

1,654.21

2009

Japan
1,191.36

France
142.91

Germany
112.48

United
Kingdom
93.79

America
78.14

2,080.48

2010

Japan
807.81

France
242.42

Australia
119.83

Germany
96.38

Korea
96.04

1,831.38

2011

Japan
1,013.05

France
220.45

Korea
139.49

Australia
137.26

Germany
123.86

2,061.25

Source: OECD/DAC
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Let It
Flow
Japanese Traffic Control
Systems Alleviate Chaos
and Congestion on
Southeastern Asian Roads
KIMITERU TSURUTA

A Chiang Mai City intersection before traffic signals were installed

14
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A

S Southeastern Asian countries develop at
a breakneck pace, local infrastructures are
coming under significant pressure, especially
their roads and highways. A rapid influx of motor
vehicles has generated higher traffic death tolls
and exacerbated social problems such as traffic
congestion and pollution in cities like Bangkok,
Yangon and Hanoi.
Sumitomo Electric, which helped fine-tune traffic
controls and alleviate traffic congestion in Japan
during Japan’s robust economic growth in the
sixties, has been keen on supporting these cities.
“We know that urbanization is going to continue
in Southeastern Asian countries, so I believe
that our systems can contribute,” says Shigetoshi
Tamoto, general manager of The Global ITS Business
Department in the Sumitomo Electric's Systems &
Electronics Division.
The company has a stellar track record in traffic
control systems in Japan. These systems not only

The same Chiang Mai intersection after installing traffic signals

eased traffic congestion, they also contributed to
cutting Japan’s traffic fatalities from a record high
of 16,000 in 1970 to about half that by the end of the
decade. The company achieved this by working with
the National Police Agency and Tokyo Metropolitan
Police Department to set up one of the first
computerized traffic signal systems that displayed
preprogrammed signal patterns based on traffic
conditions.
The company has continued to innovate in the
field, taking advantage of recent developments
in information technology to amass gargantuan
amounts of traffic data through sensors installed
on the roadside and repeatedly analyzing it. Rather
than just adjusting the traffic signals to current traffic
conditions, Sumitomo Electric’s newest system
actually predicts those conditions and selects the
optimal signal control.
Improving traffic systems in overseas cities isn’t
simply about exporting the technology. “We know
that just setting up a system that we have in Japan
doesn’t work over there,” Tamoto says. He adds that
local officials and residents have to understand how
the system works and be on the same page.
Through the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), Sumitomo Electric partnered with the
city of Chiang Mai in northern Thailand in 2001 and
participated in an experiment to improve the city's
intersections. To ease the gridlock, the company
designed better intersections and traffic lanes as
well as installing traffic signal controllers. Based
on this experience, from 2003 to 2004, it supplied
Phuket with another traffic signal system, which has
significantly eased the traffic congestion problem
there.
In 2006, the company partnered with the Royal Thai
Police to tackle traffic congestion and accidents, which
have been Bangkok’s biggest issues. By installing
152 image sensors at 45 intersections and setting up
a network that can relay data from the streets to the
traffic control center, traffic management officers can
now virtually “see” the traffic.
The project in Bangkok hasn’t been a completely
smooth ride, however, because the implementation

The image sensor system that was installed in Bangkok

of citywide traffic control systems that utilizes
the data from the sensors hadn’t been deployed
yet. The company is now making headway as it
cooperates with local universities and industries to
emphasize the importance of traffic control systems,
and at same time to analyze the data to identify,
understand and better cope with traffic events.
Although there is a growing need for smart
traffic control systems across China and emerging
Southeastern Asian countries, Sumitomo Electric
understands that conditions in each country are
different, and each has its own requirements.
“While the technology is rapidly evolving, we’d
like to customize and make sure that it’s a system
in line with local traffic conditions,” says Tamoto.
Sumitomo Electric, which has made significant
contributions to the improvement of Japan’s traffic
conditions, is currently expanding its presence
globally and will reinforce its efforts to establish a
safe and secure society free from traffic accidents
and congestion.
*ITS: Intelligent Transport Systems
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1

A typical city scene in Myanmar

Special
Delivery
Deploying Japan’s postal
system in Myanmar
TAMI KAWASAKI

I

F you send a letter from anywhere in Japan
to another address within the country, it will
arrive in approximately one day, clean and
free of damage—just like the day it was sent. The
outstanding speed and accuracy of its postal services
serve as a good example of how reliable Japan’s
infrastructure can be.

16
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Efforts are now under way to bring Japan’s postal
system to Myanmar. The Republic of Myanmar
and Japan entered into an agreement for postal
cooperation in April 2014. The Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications is managing the core
of the project, with Japan Post Co., Ltd. (Japan
Post) dispatching specialists to Myanmar to
determine a timeline with workers from Myanma
Posts and Telecommunications. Following onsite
observation and surveys, the actual coaching for
the project has begun.
A team of active and former members of
Japan Post is assisting Myanmar in maintaining
proper collection and delivery flow, drawing
from their own experience. Following a few
weeks of guidance, they’ve returned to the
country at regular intervals to check on progress,
implementing guidance five times through
November 2014 and dispatching twenty-five staff
members for an aggregate of one hundred and
thirty days.

Japan Post team members meet with Myanmarese postal staff

Providing guidance on workflow improvements

Japan Post first set about thoroughly revamping
the country’s delivery system for next-day and twoday deliveries. This required increasing efficiency of
the process as well as managing time properly. The
local teams now rely on a system dubbed “kessoku”
(Japanese for “connection”) to manage schedules and
prepare forwarding processes synchronized with when
mail goes out.
They also implemented an approach that takes
customer satisfaction into account. The same types
of containers and shelves used to sort and store mail
in Japanese post offices were provided to Myanmar,
creating a more orderly environment and freeing up
room by changing the office layout into a comfortable
space for customers. A set of protocols for standardizing
work and postal services was then used in conjunction
with group training in customer service. Staff members
have been trained to welcome customers with a smile
and use the word mingalaba (“hello”), an equivalent
to irasshaimase, the Japanese term used when
greeting customers. When Myanmar’s Minister for

Communications and Information Technology U
Myat Hein paid a visit, he was delighted to see staff
welcome him with this smart greeting.
Before long, the staff in Myanmar went beyond
simply absorbing what was taught to them, actively
voicing their own opinions. The goal was to use
the central post offices in Yangon, Mandalay and
the capital, Naypyidaw, as well as thirty-four
model sites out of 1,400 offices across the nation to
shorten delivery times by one day. With the careful
Japanese coaching approach and the Myanmar
team’s dedication, the accomplishment of this goal
is expected.
Standardized protocols have also been designed
to ensure a consistent level of service, allowing
customers to get the same quality anywhere they
go. Date stamps for three central offices featuring
illustrated landscapes were also developed with the
help of Japan Post’s stamp designers, targeting local
tourism needs and promoting increased use of the
post office and mail.
“Since delivery times have been successfully
shortened, we wanted to go the extra mile and make
the date stamps look nice,” says Keiichi Shirato,
executive officer at the logistics and business sales
division for Japan Post, showing his expertise in
the “soft” infrastructure of postal services. “Since
postal services are a key national infrastructure, we
wanted to make them more reliable. Our goal is to
share the expertise we’ve developed with Japan’s
postal system, including transferring the mindset of
what it means to work in postal services.”
If Myanmar’s postal services become more
reliable, international mail from Japan will also
arrive sooner, thereby improving the quality of
Japan Post’s own services. Further, by gaining the
trust of its citizens, Myanmar will be able to roll
out other projects independently. Anticipating
the synergy effect of such initiatives, Japan Post
is hoping to actively partner with other postal
businesses worldwide.
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Airborne
Inspectors

Aerial robots help maintain
infrastructure
SHINPEI ANZAI

D

UE to Japan’s rapid economic growth, the country’s
infrastructure development peaked between the sixties and
eighties. During these next two decades, however, many
structures constructed during that period will reach fifty years of
age. In response, the government has come up with the Basic Plan for
Extending the Service Life of Infrastructure, which utilizes the latest
technologies to keep costs down while improving the safety of these
structures.

ALSOK’s aerial robots can quickly assess the
status of solar power generation facilities
18
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A security firm called ALSOK is drawing on its
strengths in robotics to help extend the lifespan
of buildings and other structures. “As a security
provider, we’ve been using robot systems to
conduct building maintenance, inspections and
supervision,” says Takayoshi Tsuchiya of the
R&D Planning Department at ALSOK. “Operation
and maintenance of the public infrastructure is
an extension of this work, and an area where we
could deploy the expertise we have developed
thus far.”
The company began with a pilot project using
small aerial robots for inspection services at
solar power generation facilities. This process
is usually quite time-consuming, and requires
the use of measuring instruments to check
solar panels one by one. By having the aerial
robots learn the desired flight routes, they can
automatically collect data on potential problems
such as abnormal heat. These robots can do their
flyovers autonomously or by remote control. When
flying autonomously, they maintain an altitude,
latitude and longitude inputted in advance via a
computer, landing and taking off by themselves.
When remotely piloted, the robots can be flown
up close to buildings and other structures to
take photographs. Self-stabilizing mechanisms
keep the robots aloft and make piloting them
comparatively easy. Onboard cameras transmit
remote video footage that can be checked from
the ground. with infrared, optical zooms and
other functions can be installed as well.

ALSOK says it plans to use aerial robots to inspect
other infrastructure such as bridges, roads and
railways. Until now, long-distance aerial vantage
points were used to assess bridges, but the Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
has taken a “safety-first” approach and decided to
inspect all bridges over two meters once every five
years using “up-close” vantage points (i.e., within
a hand’s breadth), and sent this directive to all of
Japan’s municipalities.
Generally, close-up inspections usually involve
time-consuming and costly efforts, such as erecting
scaffolds or requisitioning a dedicated bridge
inspection vehicle. Using a rope to traverse a bridge
and take photographs requires a skilled expert, and
regional municipalities are hard-pressed to take
such measures. This is where ALSOK’s robots can
help: piloting them underneath bridges produces
images both speedily and safely. During test flights,
these machines have been used to identify rust and
cracks in steel materials. When refined further, it
will become possible to offer high-fidelity image
processing that can identify cracks in concrete
from photographs. Following an onsite trial this
November, the robots are being upgraded, with an
eye to deploying them in force within the next three
years.
In the future, infrastructure inspection and
maintenance robots such as these may very well
follow other infrastructural technologies as Japan’s
valued exports.

Aerial robots can also be equipped with
infrared, optical zooms and other functions
DECEMBER 2014
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Right on
Schedule
RIEKO SUZUKI

O

NE of the first things that astonish visitors to
Japan is the precision with which its trains run.
Safe, on-time rail travel, characteristics that are
considered commonplace here, are hailed around the
world as the highest standard of service and technology.
We sat down with Hideki Hashimoto at the transport
division of East Japan Railway Company’s (JR East)
transport and rolling stock department to discover how it
all happens.
“JR East runs a total of 12,773 trains on its 69 lines,
both commuter rail and bullet train lines combined,
with 17.1 million passengers using its services every
day,” Hashimoto says. “Operating that many trains
requires a strict timetable. During the morning rush
hour, Chuo Line trains run through the center of Tokyo
at two-minute intervals, and the Yamanote Line—which
encircles the center of the city—runs at intervals of two
minutes and twenty seconds. By maintaining a carefully
calculated schedule, we achieve safe trips while pursuing
further improvements in convenience. Bullet trains from
Tokyo to Omiya run in four-minute intervals during rush
hour, for example, with a maximum of four hundred
trains daily.”
In 1972, when Japanese National Railways still operated
the national railway network, programmed route control
was implemented to synchronize rail schedules. Since
then, rail traffic has been continuously improving with
new technology. Now, with the newest technology
such as the Autonomous decentralized Transport
Operation control System (ATOS) and Computerized
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Sophisticated
systems and a
passion for transit
make rail travel
in Japan safe and
timely

JR East handles hundreds of bullet train runs every day

“

...the average
yearly delay
per train is
astonishing: under
one minute.

”

Safety, Maintenance and Operation Systems of
Shinkansen (COSMOS), it is possible to ensure
the punctual arrival of a vast number of trains.
According to Hashimoto, the notion of ontime transit was already deep-rooted in Japan
even before the advent of such systems. “The
long-held Japanese sense of everyone working
together to get things done on time eventually
spread to the railways, so I think our baseline
standard is probably more demanding than other
countries,” he says. “Although we have highly
advanced technology to achieve this today,
people originally relied on manually maintaining
these systems and using phones, and even then
being on time was considered the norm.”

Advanced systems are used to support a range of
processes for bullet trains as well. Even considering
major delays such as those experienced after natural
disasters, the average yearly delay per train is
astonishing: under one minute. Arrival and departure
times at each station are measured in seconds, with
train drivers responsible for setting these times.
Training those who work on the rails and conducting
thorough inspections is also essential to providing such
an exceptional standard of service.
“Although the areas once maintained by hand are
now administered by modern systems, there are still
people behind these systems,” Hashimoto notes.
“Conductors and train drivers check and synchronize
the time to run our train management systems, and
our personnel give orders for which trains to turn back
and which lines to activate in the event of a schedule
delay. For instance, bullet trains travel to Tokyo and
wait for twelve minutes at Tokyo Station before they
turn around. Two minutes is allocated for passengers to
disembark, seven minutes for cleaning the interior and
rotating the seats in the opposite direction, and three
minutes for embarking. Everyone works together to
keep this schedule and get the train back on the return
route on time.”
Based on the goal of achieving a zero accident
rate, JR East is taking various measures such as the
installation of platform screen doors at stations in the
Tokyo metropolitan area and on promoting proper
train etiquette among its user base. As the systems
and technology underlying its train systems continue
to evolve, the company is focusing on both the “hard”
and “soft” sides of rail transit as a means of achieving
a flawless rail experience. “Japanese rail transit
management systems are on the front lines of the
information era,” says Hashimoto. “Leveraging this
potential to the fullest and offering high-quality service
comes down to having the right rules and talent.”
Japan’s rail systems carry a much larger number of
passengers compared to those in other countries. It’s
safe to say that what undergirds its superb, cuttingedge technology is the people behind the scenes, who
show unflagging commitment and a sense of duty
every day.
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The Legend of

Kasajizou
O

NCE upon a time there lived a poor but
kind-hearted old man and his wife.
One year, on New Year’s Eve, the old
man and his wife were making straw hats called
kasa. They intended to sell them in town and then
use the money to buy rice cakes for New Year’s.
“If I sell five hats, I can at least buy us some rice
cakes,” said the old man. “I’m looking forward to
that!” the old woman replied, seeing him off. “It
looks like it’s going to snow tonight, so be careful!”
The old man took the five hats and left.
Indeed, soon after the old man left the house,
it began to snow, falling harder and harder as he
walked on. When he reached the outskirts of town,
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he came across six jizou—statues of Buddhas
who protect the common folk—standing in a
row. Snow was piling up on their heads and
shoulders. The old man could not leave them as
they were.
“Poor jizou, you must be cold in all this
snow,” he said. “Please take these hats.” The old
man brushed the snow off the jizou and put the
straw hats he had intended to sell in town on
their heads. Since he only had five hats, the old
man removed his own head wrap and placed it
on the final statue’s head.
When he returned home, his wife was
surprised. “My, you’re home early,” she said.

“What happened to your head wrap?” The
old man told his wife about the jizou.
“That was very good of you,” said his
wife, and she smiled.
That night, while the old man and his
wife were sleeping, they heard a strange
song coming from outside:
Where is the old man’s house?
We have come to thank him for his hats
Where is the old man’s house?
We have come to thank him for his hats
The singing voices came closer and
closer. When they finally arrived in front of
the house, the couple heard a huge thud, as
if something heavy had been set down. The
singing suddenly stopped.
The couple slowly opened the door to
see the backs of the jizou that had received
the old man’s hats and head wrap moving
away. They then discovered heaps of rice
cakes and delicious food for the New Year’s
holiday in front of their house. Thanks to
the jizou, the old man and his wife were
able to happily celebrate the New Year.

THE HOME OF THE Kasajizou
LEGEND

There are several places throughout Japan that are
said to be the setting for “Kasajizou,” but one of them,
Hanaizumi in Ichinoseki City of Iwate Prefecture, has
installed six jizou at the entrance of its Shimizu Park
to help preserve the tale for posterity.
Located in the Tohoku region in the northern part
of the main island of Japan, Iwate Prefecture is the
second-largest prefecture in Japan. Renowned as a
particularly cold region, it receives heavy snowfalls in
the winter. Near the city of Ichinoseki lies the popular
tourist destination of Hiraizumi, one of the two World
Heritage sites in Tohoku.
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A bright future
illuminated by
blue LEDs

Interview with

Nobel Prize Winner
Prof. Hiroshi Amano
BIFUE USHIJIMA

F
Prof. Amano’s blue LED breakthrough came from
using materials reactive at lower temperatures
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OR making highly efficient blue
LEDs a reality, three Japanese
researchers—professors Isamu
Akasaki of Meijo University,
Hiroshi Amano of Nagoya University
and Shuji Nakamura of the University of
California, Santa Barbara—earned the 2014
Nobel Prize in Physics.
Compared to incandescent bulbs and
fluorescent lights, LEDs are much more
energy efficient, emit less heat and last
longer. Thanks to the efforts of Akasaki,
Amano and Nakamura, the world now has
LEDs in the three primary colors of red,
green and blue light, expanding the range
of applications in one stroke. Beginning

with backlit screens for cellular phones and liquid
crystal displays and traffic signal lights, white LED
lamps have come into common use in households
in just a few years. Violet laser diode based on the
same materials also made it possible to create Bluray discs, which have a larger capacity than DVDs.
One of the three Nobel laureates, Professor
Amano had a specific goal: to be the one who
made blue LEDs a reality. With such strong will,
he chose the Akasaki Research Center while in
his fourth year at university. “But producing
blue LEDs was far more difficult than I had ever
imagined,” Professor Amano recalls.
Red and green LEDs were developed in the
sixties, but no matter how much hard work
researchers around the world put in, no one was
able to create blue light. The primary bottleneck
was the inability to create the crystals that form
the light-emitting elements. At the Akasaki
Research Center, research was repeatedly
conducted focusing on creating gallium nitride
crystals, but researchers were unable to produce
the large, uniform crystals required.
The breakthrough came during experiments
Professor Amano carried out while still a
graduate student. To overcome the shortcomings
of gallium nitride—which only reacts to high
temperatures and high pressure—he grew crystals
on an aluminum nitride layer reactive at low
temperatures sandwiched between a substrate
and gallium nitride. In doing so, he succeeded
in creating the crystals that would become the
elements for the world’s first blue LEDs.
“It was my research over a span of six years
as a graduate student, from age 24 to about
29, which became the basis for this prize,”
says Professor Amano. “I hope the fact
that such achievements during my
youth were recognized and earned
the Nobel Prize will serve as an
inspiration for today’s young
researchers.”
LED lights currently
have a maximum
energy efficiency

of 60 percent, making them several times more
efficient than incandescent light bulbs. However, the
remaining 40 percent of non-light energy is emitted
as heat. And since LEDs produce a large amount of
electrical current in tiny spaces, while each unit
consumes only a small amount of energy, the energy
density is extremely high. The resulting high heat
is a shortcoming that affects surface-mounted
components and leads to higher product costs.
While LEDs are much cheaper compared to a few
years ago, Professor Amano says they still remain
expensive. “The driving force behind my research is
to be of service to people,” he observes, “but LEDs
are still too high-priced to make them available for
people all over the world to use. So our goal is to
make the cost of LEDs one-fifth of today’s prices
by 2020. We are busy researching ways to increase
energy efficiency.”
When asked what attracts him to LED
research, Professor Amano replies with a
twinkle in his eye: “The fact that when
we create something, it will always
shine.” Even after winning the
Nobel Prize, his mindset
as a researcher remains
unchanged, always
believing in a
brighter future
illuminated by
LEDs.

LED lights are many times more efficient than incandescent bulbs
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Dance
Fusion
Naomichi Hanazono
Looks Westward to Remix
Japanese Performing Arts
NOAM KATZ

A

UDIENCE members may not know what to
expect when Naomichi Hanazono appears
on stage. Dressed in colorful garb inspired
by traditional Japanese garments, he could
have stepped out of a kabuki play. Then Western pop
music starts up, and Hanazono springs into action with
modern dance choreography.
Hanazono actually did begin his training in classical
Japanese music and dance. His mother had been a
traditional Japanese dance performer, and when she
resumed performing Hanazono took an interest as well.
At the age of twelve, he gave up his dream of being a
professional athlete and started lessons in the Bandoryu style of Nihon buyō.
Nihon buyō is a traditional Japanese performing art
that combines dance and pantomime. Male performers
are typically clad in kimono and hakama, a Japanese
skirt for formal wear, and carry folding fans known
as sensu. For some of his routines, Hanazono has also
adopted sleeveless superhero-type costumes and other
eye-catching outfits accompanied by prop swords
or a shamisen, a three-stringed traditional Japanese
musical instrument he learned to play in the dynamic
improvisational Tsugaru style made popular by the
Yoshida Brothers.
Hanazono has felt confident in his ability to get the
attention of people who are generally not interested in
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Hanazono dressed in Hakama performing dance moves to Michael Jackson's
“Dangerous”

At a show in Las Vegas—Hanazono knows how to appeal to an audience

traditional dance since his early student days. His
first performances were as a junior high school
student at small local saunas or spas. “Sometimes
there were just five or six guys lounging around
indifferently,” he recalls, “but by the end they
would be looking in my direction.”
While Hanazono has observed some resistance
to his performance style in Japan, where audiences
appear to have more fixed expectations about
Japanese dance, he has found that other foreign
audiences, particularly in Korea and the United
States, are openly receptive to his new style. “Many
people tell me how cool my performance was,” he
says with a smile.
One of Hanazono’s crowd-pleasing techniques
is to incorporate Western music into his routines,
and U.S. audiences rave when he performs dance
moves to Michael Jackson’s “Dangerous” and Lady
Gaga’s “Judas.” In the same way that Jackson used
his black fedora for flair, Hanazono achieves a
similar effect by spinning, throwing and catching
his sensu. Yet he never lets spectators forget his
background in Japanese classical arts, such as

when he ended a recent performance in Los Angeles
by kneeling in traditional seiza style and bowing low.
“The audience went wild and gave me a standing
ovation,” he says.
Hanazono believes that Japanese dance can offer
something new to Western audiences who are only
familiar with established dance genres such as
ballroom, jazz and hip-hop. The distinction lies in
Japanese music’s use of ma, or pauses. “In Nihon buyō,
we don’t have a count of 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8,” he notes.
“We have to sense the overall mood, and appreciate
intervals in the music. I think this sense of timing is
unique to Japan.”
Now twenty-six, Hanazono says he is still learning
and improving. “When I look back at video of dances
I’ve done, I realize how much I could have done better.”
Hanazono intends to keep refining his technique, and
also sees potential in incorporating Japan’s latest stage
technology and computer graphics into his show.
Both at home and abroad, Naomichi Hanazono
is challenging conventional notions of dance and
giving his audience a new perspective on Japanese
culture.
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SELENA HOY

P

ART of central Honshu,
Tochigi Prefecture
lies just an hour north
of Tokyo via bullet
train. A landlocked region
whose western and northern
boundaries are ridged with
mountains, Tochigi is famed
for the temple-rich historical
environs of Nikko as well as
hot springs resort towns like
Yumoto and Shiobara. With
every kilometer north, the land
becomes mountainous and the
scenery changes dramatically,
and Tochigi’s winding mountain
roads eventually give way to
sudden sweeping vistas of the
Kanto Plain.

Gently swaying gondolas
glide up the two-kilometer
cable that stretches across the
Mt. Jeans Ski Resort, part of
the Nasu Highlands. At the
peak, visitors breathe in fresh,
bracing mountain air. The
highlands are often awash
with flowers: brilliant yellow
daffodils in spring, sweet
white five-petaled azaleas
in summer, and purple-blue
gentians in late summer
and autumn. In the warmer
months, hikers can traverse
Mount Nasu’s five peaks—
Asahidake, Chausudake,
Minamigassan, Kurooyadake
and Sanbonyari. In winter,
the area transforms into a
family-friendly snow park,

The gondola up to Mt. Jeans Ski Resort

and the hiking trails become
good terrain for snowshoe
enthusiasts.
From this lofty vantage
point, green plots of farmland
can be seen on the plain below.
Tochigi produces plenty of
food, and is especially known
for milk, eggs and strawberries.
Just a short distance from the
mountain is Okashi no Shiro,
or “Sweets Castle,” where
Tochigi’s fresh ingredients
are combined to delicious
effect in mouthwatering treats
like soft custard-filled cakes,
cheesecakes and baumkuchen,
a spit-roasted ring cake that
originated in Germany.
Traditional Japanese sweets
can be enjoyed here as well.

Sweets Castle master Tadao Kaburagi
shapes another confection

Throwing a pot at Mashiko Pottery cooperative
selling center

The selection at just one of Mashiko’s many pottery shops

If you’re lucky, you may catch a
demonstration by Tadao Kaburagi.
This master of confections with
fifty years of experience created
the shop’s thoroughly light and
flavorful cheesecake, which uses an
unexpected ingredient—powdered
kudzu—for moistness and texture.
To the southeast, the town of
Mashiko is a pottery lover’s paradise.
There are direct buses here from
Tokyo’s Akihabara. Famous for its
yakimono (ceramics) since the midnineteenth century, called Mashikoyaki, Mashiko has hundreds of kilns.
Pottery shops line the streets, and
during the Pottery Festival, tables
are placed outside and piled high
with crockery: udon bowls, teacups,
mugs and hotpots, many glazed
in hues unique to Mashiko, like a

TOCHIGI

shade of celadon that comes from
using nuka (rice hull), and kaki
(persimmon).
Want to get your hands on some
clay and create your own artwork?
Several places in Mashiko offer
a pottery-making experience,
such as the Mashiko Pottery
Cooperative Selling Center, which
has workshops in both wheel
and handbuilding. The artisans
here make their craft appear
effortless. Perhaps you’ll discover
an untapped talent, or more likely
realize the serious skill and soul
that goes into producing these
handsome pieces.
Mashiko is also home to the
Higeta Indigo Dyeing Center.
Indigo, used in Japan for more
than a thousand years, is grown

Stirring the pot at Higeta Indigo
Dyeing Center

domestically and used to dye yarn
and fabrics the old-fashioned
way at this 220-year-old facility.
The center creates items in thirty
shades of blue that range from a
light sky color to deep navy. Here
you can see traditional fabric
patterns that have been stenciled
with glue, dyed and rinsed to
make evocative designs. You can
buy products made in the center’s
shop as well as observe the dyeing
process with advance notice.
Perhaps one can feel and
experience the natural attractions,
cultural charms and creative
artisanal spirit elsewhere as well.
However, planning a visit to
Tochigi Prefecture will enhance
the typical Japan tour in ways both
unexpected and unforgettable.
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PLAY

tokushima
Dynamic Sights and
Folk Dances
NOAM KATZ

W

HIRLPOOLS are
a dynamic and
hypnotic sight
few people ever
glimpse outside of a nature
special on television, but
you’ll find them in Tokushima
Prefecture. On the eastern side
of Shikoku, just off the coast of
Naruto, the waters of the Seto
Inland Sea collide with the
powerful currents of the Kii
Channel to spin out the bluegreen eddies.
You can board a boat for a
close-up perspective, or opt
for a bird’s-eye view from the
Uzu-no-Michi Walkway built
on the lower deck of Naruto

Bridge, which connects
Tokushima to Awaji Island.
The whirlpools appear each
time the tides change, and
are at their largest in the
spring and autumn when
the tides raise sea levels by
more than a meter. Naruto’s
ocean waters do more than
gyrate, of course: they also
produce delicious tai (sea
bream). Seafood aficionados
can enjoy the fish prepared
as sashimi and garnished
with Tokushima’s sudachi (a
citrus fruit resembling a lime)
or served more traditionally
cooked over hot stones on a
hoba (magnolia) leaf.
Numerous rivers run
through Tokushima’s towering

Vast numbers of Awa Odori dancers
fill the streets in summer

mountains and gorges. The
largest is the mighty Yoshino
River, which flows across
most of the prefecture from
west to east. Following
the river upstream for
approximately three hours
by car from its delta near
Tokushima City takes you to
Oboke Canyon. Here visitors
can board glass-bottomed
pleasure boats, floating
leisurely over turquoise
waters among the canyon’s
steep, rocky cliffs, which are
home to wild deer, boar and
monkeys. Whitewater rafting
is also a popular choice for
more adventurous types.
A little further beyond
Oboke Canyon you’ll find

Sea bream cooked over hot stones on a hoba leaf

Glass-bottomed boats glide through Oboke Canyon

the Iya Valley and its vine
bridges, known as kazurabashi.
Heike clan warriors reportedly
devised these singular structures
when fleeing to Iya about eight
centuries ago; the vines could
easily be cut by a sword to delay
pursuers. Now visitors can cross
three such bridges, of which the
most accessible one is located in
West Iya, and is reinforced with
wire for safety reasons. The two
others, situated deeper in the
mountains of East Iya, are made
entirely from vines. Though one
can cross them safely, it requires
steady nerves, as the bridges
creak and sway over the icy
waters rushing below.
Tokushima’s largest annual
event is the Awa Odori dance

Massive whirlpools spin underneath the Naruto Bridge, which
links Tokushima to Awaji Island

TOKUSHIMA

Kazurabashi (vine bridges) were built by fleeing Heike
clan members

that occurs during Japan’s
summer holidays. This dance is
thought to have its origins in a
celebration for the completion
of Tokushima Castle in 1587.
Though today only ruins of
the castle remain, the dance
lives on. From August 12 to 15,
1.2 million people gather in
downtown Tokushima each
year. The town takes on the air
of a lively outdoor festival and
attracts spectators and dancers
from all over Japan, akin to
a Japanese version of Rio de
Janeiro’s Carnival. Dancers
in large groups known as ren
perform male and female dance
styles along the downtown
streets specially cordoned off
from automobile traffic.

The dance can be viewed
year-round at Awa Odori Kaikan,
located at the base of the ropeway
leading up to Mount Bizan.
Visitors can learn about the
dance’s historical development,
and are invited to practice with
dancers and musicians from
the local ren. As residents of
Tokushima say, “The dancing fool
and the watching fool are both
fools, so why not dance?”
A flight from Tokyo to
Tokushima takes a little over an
hour, and a bus ride of two and
a half hours from Osaka does
the same, putting the sights of
nature and memorable cultural
experiences found in no other part
of Japan easily within reach.
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Toshikoshi soba
T

oshikoshi soba refers to soba (buckwheat
noodles) eaten on December 31 as a good luck
rite, which is a cherished New Year’s Eve custom in
Japan. It is said that this tradition was established
during the Edo Period, although there are differing
views as to its origins. The use of soba is regarded
as having various meanings, including how the

long, thin noodles elongate—thereby signifying
long life—and because soba is easy to slice,
allowing the bad luck of the previous year to be
cut away, making it easy to welcome in a new year.
Wouldn’t you like to eat soba on the last day of
2014 and usher in a brand-new year full of good
fortune?
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